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3.570 - 9.660 “I am … I'm Nicolas Perciballi. My program is Environments Geoscience“ 

9.660 - 0:16.500 “I'm going into my fourth year and I'm from Richmond Hill Ontario. The reason I“ 

0:16.500 - 0:22.289 “chose Guelph is because when I came to visit it in the fall open house it kind“ 

0:22.289 - 0:26.730 “of just felt homey felt like you know I belonged. “ 

0:26.730 - 0:32.580 “Very familiar places and kind of seemed like everyone was super nice  
and inviting of“ 

0:32.580 - 0:36.780 “me and like I was only there to visit so like I was super excited to see what it“ 

0:36.780 - 0:38.240 “would be like to actually go there“ 

0:43.460 - 0:48.660 “The reason I chose my program is because when I was in high school trying to“ 

0:48.660 - 0:52.950 “figure out what I wanted to do as I knew I really like science and like biology“ 

0:52.950 - 0:57.060 “chemistry and physics and I didn't really know what to do with it or like“ 

0:57.060 - 1:01.200 “what avenue to go down because I think I've always liked science and initially“ 

1:01.200 - 1:04.020 “I'd once that liked science in high schools like oh you know like maybe I'm“ 

1:04.020 - 1:08.700 “gonna go to medical school or maybe I'm gonna go I don't know be a vet“ 

1:08.700 - 1:14.670 “especially if you're not going to Guelph so I kind of didn't really know“ 

1:14.670 - 1:18.840 “initially and then when I went to the open house I was speaking with one of“ 

1:18.840 - 1:23.190 “the professors there and they introduced me to this program Environment 
Geomatics“ 

1:23.190 - 1:28.830 “and just they really sold me on it like the way they were explaining it that it“ 

1:28.830 - 1:33.060 “was kind of like this overall encompassing program of like biology“ 

1:33.060 - 1:40.890 “chemistry physics and relating that you like how earth-like just is the way it“ 

1:40.890 - 1:45.810 “is and like how it can help explain all of Earth's processes on like such large“ 

1:45.810 - 1:50.160 “scales like looking at like mountain formation or like such small scales like“ 

1:50.160 - 1:55.289 “looking at like little pools in a stream and like looking at the ecology and the“ 

1:55.289 - 2:03.000 “physiology of that little section and that really like really did hold true like in“ 

2:03.000 - 2:07.470 “the last three years for sure like definitely being … there wasn't one class“ 

2:07.470 - 2:11.900 “where I didn't have to use some elements that I've learned from bio some 
elements from“ 

2:11.900 - 2:13.760 “chem, physics.“ 

2:17.480 - 2:23.599 “In the long term I'm excited to finish my undergrad you know finally have a“ 



2:23.599 - 2:31.340 "piece of paper for my education maybe even graduate program but most excited“ 

2:31.340 - 2:37.819 “to like get a real job get a big-boy job and you know start working and just“ 

2:37.819 - 2:44.269 “trying to make the world a better place through whatever career or path I choose“ 

2:44.269 - 2:48.440 “to take and I'm and I know that's a big goal for all of us at…at this age” 

2:48.440 - 2:54.110 “especially being so young and like so uneducated I'm like what the world has” 

2:54.110 - 2:58.220 “to offer just excited to get out and figure it out and like do the best that I can.” 
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